
IC1 L6D1 Character Quiz
Name: 
For each of the following multiple choice questions, write the letter that corresponds with the best
answer provided.

__ 1. 哪
A. which? where? how? B. strike,hit,beat,fight,attack,dozen,since
C. can,be possible,be able to,to assemble,to
meet,to gather,to see,union,group,association

D. square,quadrilateral,direction,one side,just,Kangxi
radical number 70,measure word for square things such as
ink stones

__ 2. 午
A. dialect,language,spoken
words,speech,talk,words,conversation,what
somebody said,to talk

B. 11 a.m.-1 p.m.,7th earthly branch,noon

C. which? where? how? D. to check,to verify,to test,to examine,to take an exam,to
investigate

__ 3. 下
A. down,downwards,below,lower,later,next (week
etc),second (of two parts),to decline,to go
down,measure word of the frequency of an action

B. to demand,to ask,to request,to
coerce,necessary,essential,necessity,if

C. o'clock,time,when,hour,season,period D. between,among,midpoint,space,place,locality,measure
word for rooms and houses

__ 4. 以
A. steam,vapor,air,anger,gas,KangXi radical 84 B. which? where? how?
C.
between,among,midpoint,space,place,locality,meas
ure word for rooms and houses

D. to use,according to,so as to,in order
to,by,with,because,abbr. for Israel

__ 5. 间
A. just,honorable
(designation),public,common,fair,equitable

B. level,rank,class,grade,step,measure word for steps and
ranks

C.
between,among,midpoint,space,place,locality,meas
ure word for rooms and houses

D. to ask about,to inquire after,to ask

__ 6. 节
A. festival,section,segment,point,part,to
economize,to save,temperate,measure word for
segments, lessons, train wagons, biblical verses

B. to open,to initiate,to begin,to start,to operate
(vehicle),beginning

C. steam,vapor,air,anger,gas,KangXi radical 84 D. to test,to try,experiment,examination,test

__ 7. 您
A. to do,to manage,to handle,to go about,to run,to
set up,to deal with

B. honorific for 'you'

C. which? where? how? D. to ask about,to inquire after,to ask

__ 8. 话
A. to,for,for the benefit of,to give,to allow,to do
something (for somebody),(passive particle)

B. class,rank,grade,equal to,same as,to wait for,to await,et
cetera,and so on,et al.,after,as soon as,once

C. dialect,language,spoken
words,speech,talk,words,conversation,what
somebody said,to talk

D. down,downwards,below,lower,later,next (week
etc),second (of two parts),to decline,to go down,measure
word of the frequency of an action
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__ 9. 办
A. just,honorable
(designation),public,common,fair,equitable

B. to do,to manage,to handle,to go about,to run,to set up,to
deal with

C.
leave,depart,separate,distinguish,classify,other,ano
ther,do not,must not,to pin

D. to use,according to,so as to,in order
to,by,with,because,abbr. for Israel

__ 10. 开
A. strike,hit,beat,fight,attack,dozen,since B. back,behind,rear,afterwards,after,later,queen, empress
C. to open,to initiate,to begin,to start,to operate
(vehicle),beginning

D. to use,according to,so as to,in order
to,by,with,because,abbr. for Israel

__ 11. 后
A. to,for,for the benefit of,to give,to allow,to do
something (for somebody),(passive particle)

B. room,home,house,chamber

C. back,behind,rear,afterwards,after,later,queen,
empress

D. on,on top,upon,first (of two parts),previous or last (week
etc),upper,higher,above,previous,to climb,to go
into,above,to go up,to attend (class or university),third tone
of putonghua (as in 上声)

__ 12. 空
A. at, in,on,to exist,in the middle of doing
something,(indicating an action in progress)

B. class,rank,grade,equal to,same as,to wait for,to await,et
cetera,and so on,et al.,after,as soon as,once

C. 11 a.m.-1 p.m.,7th earthly branch,noon D. air,sky,empty,free time,in vain,hollow,bare,deserted

__ 13. 试
A. to,for,for the benefit of,to give,to allow,to do
something (for somebody),(passive particle)

B. class,lesson,classwork,subject,to levy

C. to test,to try,experiment,examination,test D. class,rank,grade,equal to,same as,to wait for,to await,et
cetera,and so on,et al.,after,as soon as,once

__ 14. 会
A. to demand,to ask,to request,to
coerce,necessary,essential,necessity,if

B. on,on top,upon,first (of two parts),previous or last (week
etc),upper,higher,above,previous,to climb,to go
into,above,to go up,to attend (class or university),third tone
of putonghua (as in 上声)

C. to arrive, go to (a place),until (a time),up to,to go D. can,be possible,be able to,to assemble,to meet,to
gather,to see,union,group,association

__ 15. 喂
A. to,for,for the benefit of,to give,to allow,to do
something (for somebody),(passive particle)

B. o'clock,time,when,hour,season,period

C. hello,hey,to feed D. title,headline,theme,topic,subject,to inscribe,to
superscribe

__ 16. 气
A. to,for,for the benefit of,to give,to allow,to do
something (for somebody),(passive particle)

B. all right, ok,to go,to walk,to move,to travel,to circulate,a
row,profession,professional,Kangxi radical 144,measure
word for lines of text or trees

C. steam,vapor,air,anger,gas,KangXi radical 84 D. air,sky,empty,free time,in vain,hollow,bare,deserted
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__ 17. 时
A. to open,to initiate,to begin,to start,to operate
(vehicle),beginning

B. to do,to manage,to handle,to go about,to run,to set up,to
deal with

C. o'clock,time,when,hour,season,period D. between,among,midpoint,space,place,locality,measure
word for rooms and houses

__ 18. 课
A. back,behind,rear,afterwards,after,later,queen,
empress

B. class,lesson,classwork,subject,to levy

C. down,downwards,below,lower,later,next (week
etc),second (of two parts),to decline,to go
down,measure word of the frequency of an action

D. to use,according to,so as to,in order
to,by,with,because,abbr. for Israel

__ 19. 到
A. to arrive, go to (a place),until (a time),up to,to go B. dialect,language,spoken

words,speech,talk,words,conversation,what somebody
said,to talk

C. customer,visitor,guest,traveller,objective D. down,downwards,below,lower,later,next (week
etc),second (of two parts),to decline,to go down,measure
word of the frequency of an action

__ 20. 就
A. customer,visitor,guest,traveller,objective B. hello,hey,to feed
C.
leave,depart,separate,distinguish,classify,other,ano
ther,do not,must not,to pin

D. at once,then,right away,only,just,simply, to approach,to
move towards,to undertake,already

__ 21. 电
A. electric,electricity,electrical,lightning B. year,new-years,age of a person
C. square,quadrilateral,direction,one
side,just,Kangxi radical number 70,measure word
for square things such as ink stones

D. title,headline,theme,topic,subject,to inscribe,to
superscribe

__ 22. 室
A. just,honorable
(designation),public,common,fair,equitable

B. dialect,language,spoken
words,speech,talk,words,conversation,what somebody
said,to talk

C. room,home,house,chamber D. position,location,classifier for
people,place,seat,measure word for people or binary
bits(computer)

__ 23. 便
A. strike,hit,beat,fight,attack,dozen,since B. ordinary,plain,convenient,handy,easy,then,so,thus,to

relieve oneself
C. just,honorable
(designation),public,common,fair,equitable

D. 11 a.m.-1 p.m.,7th earthly branch,noon

__ 24. 给
A. to,for,for the benefit of,to give,to allow,to do
something (for somebody),(passive particle)

B. on,on top,upon,first (of two parts),previous or last (week
etc),upper,higher,above,previous,to climb,to go
into,above,to go up,to attend (class or university),third tone
of putonghua (as in 上声)

C. just,honorable
(designation),public,common,fair,equitable

D. at once,then,right away,only,just,simply, to approach,to
move towards,to undertake,already
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__ 25. 方
A. to,for,for the benefit of,to give,to allow,to do
something (for somebody),(passive particle)

B. square,quadrilateral,direction,one side,just,Kangxi
radical number 70,measure word for square things such as
ink stones

C. class,rank,grade,equal to,same as,to wait for,to
await,et cetera,and so on,et al.,after,as soon
as,once

D.
leave,depart,separate,distinguish,classify,other,another,do
not,must not,to pin

__ 26. 级
A. level,rank,class,grade,step,measure word for
steps and ranks

B. on,on top,upon,first (of two parts),previous or last (week
etc),upper,higher,above,previous,to climb,to go
into,above,to go up,to attend (class or university),third tone
of putonghua (as in 上声)

C. year,new-years,age of a person D. title,headline,theme,topic,subject,to inscribe,to
superscribe

__ 27. 在
A. just,honorable
(designation),public,common,fair,equitable

B. at, in,on,to exist,in the middle of doing
something,(indicating an action in progress)

C. dialect,language,spoken
words,speech,talk,words,conversation,what
somebody said,to talk

D. year,new-years,age of a person

__ 28. 问
A. to ask about,to inquire after,to ask B. to open,to initiate,to begin,to start,to operate

(vehicle),beginning
C. to check,to verify,to test,to examine,to take an
exam,to  investigate

D. title,headline,theme,topic,subject,to inscribe,to
superscribe

__ 29. 打
A. strike,hit,beat,fight,attack,dozen,since B. room,home,house,chamber
C. hello,hey,to feed D. back,behind,rear,afterwards,after,later,queen, empress

__ 30. 常
A. room,home,house,chamber B. always,ever,often,frequently,common,normal,

general,constant,surname Chang
C. to arrive, go to (a place),until (a time),up to,to go D. ordinary,plain,convenient,handy,easy,then,so,thus,to

relieve oneself

__ 31. 客
A. customer,visitor,guest,traveller,objective B. to do,to manage,to handle,to go about,to run,to set up,to

deal with
C. festival,section,segment,point,part,to
economize,to save,temperate,measure word for
segments, lessons, train wagons, biblical verses

D. always,ever,often,frequently,common,normal,
general,constant,surname Chang

__ 32. 要
A. to,for,for the benefit of,to give,to allow,to do
something (for somebody),(passive particle)

B. hello,hey,to feed

C. at once,then,right away,only,just,simply, to
approach,to move towards,to undertake,already

D. to demand,to ask,to request,to
coerce,necessary,essential,necessity,if
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__ 33. 位
A. to,for,for the benefit of,to give,to allow,to do
something (for somebody),(passive particle)

B. position,location,classifier for
people,place,seat,measure word for people or binary
bits(computer)

C. room,home,house,chamber D. electric,electricity,electrical,lightning

__ 34. 别
A.
leave,depart,separate,distinguish,classify,other,ano
ther,do not,must not,to pin

B. just,honorable
(designation),public,common,fair,equitable

C. class,rank,grade,equal to,same as,to wait for,to
await,et cetera,and so on,et al.,after,as soon
as,once

D. o'clock,time,when,hour,season,period

__ 35. 题
A. to test,to try,experiment,examination,test B. which? where? how?
C. title,headline,theme,topic,subject,to inscribe,to
superscribe

D. to use,according to,so as to,in order
to,by,with,because,abbr. for Israel

__ 36. 考
A. to do,to manage,to handle,to go about,to run,to
set up,to deal with

B. at, in,on,to exist,in the middle of doing
something,(indicating an action in progress)

C. which? where? how? D. to check,to verify,to test,to examine,to take an exam,to
investigate

__ 37. 年
A. year,new-years,age of a person B. on,on top,upon,first (of two parts),previous or last (week

etc),upper,higher,above,previous,to climb,to go
into,above,to go up,to attend (class or university),third tone
of putonghua (as in 上声)

C. can,be possible,be able to,to assemble,to
meet,to gather,to see,union,group,association

D. at once,then,right away,only,just,simply, to approach,to
move towards,to undertake,already

__ 38. 上
A. at once,then,right away,only,just,simply, to
approach,to move towards,to undertake,already

B. on,on top,upon,first (of two parts),previous or last (week
etc),upper,higher,above,previous,to climb,to go
into,above,to go up,to attend (class or university),third tone
of putonghua (as in 上声)

C. class,rank,grade,equal to,same as,to wait for,to
await,et cetera,and so on,et al.,after,as soon
as,once

D. always,ever,often,frequently,common,normal,
general,constant,surname Chang

__ 39. 公
A. dialect,language,spoken
words,speech,talk,words,conversation,what
somebody said,to talk

B. hello,hey,to feed

C. just,honorable
(designation),public,common,fair,equitable

D. year,new-years,age of a person

__ 40. 行
A. honorific for 'you' B. all right, ok,to go,to walk,to move,to travel,to circulate,a

row,profession,professional,Kangxi radical 144,measure
word for lines of text or trees

C. year,new-years,age of a person D. to ask about,to inquire after,to ask
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__ 41. 等
A. class,rank,grade,equal to,same as,to wait for,to
await,et cetera,and so on,et al.,after,as soon
as,once

B. strike,hit,beat,fight,attack,dozen,since

C. at once,then,right away,only,just,simply, to
approach,to move towards,to undertake,already

D. to ask about,to inquire after,to ask
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